


We are an ideas facilitator. We provide specialist  
facilities and support to STEM focussed business across 
our national portfolio of science parks.

The innovation sector contributes over 30% of UK GPD but remains a nascent 

sector and requires a unique style of engagement and support making science 

parks far from normal business parks. It is a sector in its own right which requires 

specialist support and approach. This is where the Knowledge Factory comes 

in. We are one of the largest privately owned science parks portfolios in the UK 

consisting 2 million sq ft of specialist facilities.

What is the  
Knowledge Factory? 
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Why does it exist?

Knowledge Factory was created 

to provide support and foster 

collaboration on a national level for 

STEM businesses, in an otherwise 

fragmented sector. We aim to bring 

together the right people, ideas and 

funding from across the country to help 

accelerate UK innovation by assisting 

businesses and ideas to succeed. Our 

three strategic aims are:

1. Foster collaboration

2. Create more time for science

3. Assist business and ideas to grow

How does this change  
UK innovation? 

Knowledge Factory is one of the UK’s 

largest network of science parks and 

the first national network of science 

parks to provide holistic support ‘from 

cradle to IPO’ to businesses in its 

network by providing:

• Practical business support 

• Managed property and help with 

growth requirements

• Access to funding and growth 

capital 

What is the benefit?

Delivering a holistic approach to 

supporting businesses ‘from cradle to 

IPO’ means that companies that are 

part of the Knowledge Factory network 

can focus on their core business and 

what is important to them. 

Our tenants trust us to take away the 

hassle and to be ready to support them 

when called upon.

To become the UK innovation 
ecosystem blending academia, 
SMEs, funding and government 
into one unified asset backed 
platform called Knowledge 
Factory. Delivering a customer 
focused and disruptive 
solution that satisfies the 
structural issues specific to  
this nascent sector.
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Our network
A network of science parks tailored to the UK 
innovation sector. Across our parks we offer facilities 
from small flexible laboratories to pharmaceutical 
grade manufacturing, and everything in between.

Kent Science Park

Langstone Park

Hexagon Tower

Wilton Centre

Edinburgh Technopole

Colworth Science Park

Area: 464,343 sq ft across 5 buildings

Site Area: 39 acres

Tenure: Freehold

Tenants: 35

Key Tenants: Lockheed Martin, 

COGECO Peer 1 and Battelle

Area: 110,058 sq ft across 5 main 

buildings

Site Area: 26 acres

Tenure: Predominantly Long Leasehold 

(Edinburgh Uni)

Tenants: 21

Key Tenants: Edin Uni, Xilinx & TomTom

Area: 320,991 sq ft across 12 buildings

Site Area: 91 acres

Tenure: Freehold

Tenants: 41

Key Tenants: Unilever, Firminich & Kier

Area: 513,819 sq ft across 55 buildings

Site Area: 115 acres including 57 acres 

of surrounding development, amenity & 

agricultural land

Tenure: Freehold

Tenants: 75

Key Tenants: GW Pharma, Lloyds, Optivo

Area: 463,263 sq ft across 10 buildings

Site Area: 75 acres

Tenure: Freehold

Tenants: 63

Key Tenants: SABIC  Petrochemicals, 

Invista, Fuji, CPI & Applied Graphine

Area: 167,080 sq ft in one building

Site Area: 7 acres

Tenure: Freehold

Tenants: 16

Key Tenants: Lubrizol, Intertek,  

Lonza & Randox

The Knowledge Factory is a UK wide eco-system of universities, corporates, 

SME’s and government organisations. We strive to grow and foster 

collaborative networks across our parks, regionally and nationally. Businesses 

across the Knowledge Factory have the opportunity to work together on 

some of the world’s most pressing scientific challenges, and to leverage the 

knowledge and expertise of a national network.
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We’re proud to support a number of strategic partnerships 
with industry leading experts in their fields. The benefits 
of these partnerships offered to business across the 
Knowledge Factory network.

Partners & Collaboration 

North East of England 
Process Industry Cluster

NEPIC is a membership organisation 

working to grow the chemical-using 

industries, business and associated 

supply chain in the North East.  

They regularly host events at our  

Wilton Centre.

Centre for Process  
Innovations

CPI is a science and technology 

innovation centre based at the Wilton 

Centre, and forms part of innovate 

UK and the High Value Manufacturing 

Catapult, CPI helps companies 

to develop, prove, prototype and 

commercialise next generation.

Cripps Legal Services

Cripps provide legal services and 

supports with raising finance, IP law, 

partnership/joint venture, taxes, 

employment, mergers and acquisitions 

and more.

Locate in Kent

Locate in Kent provide free support 

for businesses locating or expanding 

in the county. Areas of support 

include: property, funding, skill advice, 

accounting, marketing and PR, 

and more.

Bio Industry Association

As ‘science park’ members of the 

BIA, out start-up and SME occupiers 

benefit from full BIA membership at 

free or discounted rates. Benefits 

include access to industry leading 

event, discounted rates from suppliers 

and access to the UK network of  

BIA members.

KDM Communications

KDM is a full service marketing and 

PR agency specialising in life science, 

technical and medical marketing. 

KDM helps to promote our occupiers’ 

exciting new discoveries and 

developments.

We aim to foster collaboration on and off our sites,  
and we utilise the latest technologies to stimulate 
engagement across our network connecting business 
with ideas.

Taking the next evolutionary step from 

clustering into developing a super 

charged ecosystem. We’re seeking to 

grow the UK’s innovation ecosystem by 

blending academia, SMEs, funding and 

government to facilitate innovation.

We work with universities to delivery 

an environment conducive to an 

exchange of ideas between business 

and academia. The benefits are 

symbiotic for all parties; not only 

does a close relationship provide 

collaboration opportunities, but it also 

offers access to a talented workforce. 

This helps businesses to recruit to 

meet their growth ambitions and also 

has wider benefits for universities, 

clearly demonstrating their support for 

graduates to make the leap into industry 

and making the university an attractive 

proposition for prospective students 

when choosing a place to study.

Below are the universities we currently 

partner with. We’re always pro-actively 

developing our academic network and 

adding new universities.

We work hard to foster collaboration 
and we call this community of businesses,  
partners and universities the:
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A growing business doesn’t want 
to worry about the nitty gritty of real 
estate and property. 

Facilities

We provide ready made facilities for companies 

to move into on our science parks, and our highly 

experienced team can support with the design and fit 

out of bespoke requirements.

ManufacturingLabs (shared and private)Offices (serviced and leased)

Collaboration spacesMeeting RoomsData centresDistributions & Storage



Growing UK science and innovation companies 
can struggle to navigate the complex landscape of 
government grants, seed funding and gaining access  
to growth capital.

Access to finance

The Knowledge Factory provides ‘from 

cradle to IPO’ support to members of 

our network. 

For start-ups and SME’s our team 

will help with grant requests, pitch 

preparation and more so that you 

can continue to focus on growing 

your business. 

As your landlord we want to see you 

succeed and we want to be part of 

that journey. Whilst not a requirement, 

we can offer growth capital to help you 

achieve your potential. 

We help exciting businesses navigate 

the notorious funding ‘valley of death’, 

allowing you to achieve validation of 

your product and positioning your 

company for exponential growth. 
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We create ‘more time for science’ by supporting 
companies in a wide range of matters, from day-today 
operations to complex refurbishments or expansions.

Health & Safety

From equipment validation to hazardous 

waste disposal, our teams support our 

occupiers to ensure they have a safe 

working environment and allow them to 

focus on their core business. 

Engineering Services

A highly technical function necessitated 

because most day to day operation 

of our occupiers requires plant and 

machinery. The safe and efficient use of 

this machinery from specifying the right 

equipment to ensuring proper servicing 

saves costs, reduces impact on the 

environment and ensures mechanical 

& engineering equipment operates 

without downtime.

Move Specialist

Where required, advises on specification 

to ensure the right laboratory, 

equipment or space design. 

We recognise many of our occupiers are 

SMEs and are challenged often beyond 

their technical ability when it comes to 

what or how to specify premises.  

We guide them through this process.

Business Support

Idea

Research

Development

Commercialisation

Scale up
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www.knowledge-factory.com

info@knowledge-factory.com

TWITTER   youtube   Linkedin-In
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